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BSRIA has launched a major update to the design framework (5th edition) for building services – BG 6 – the design framework guide for building services. BG 6 includes design activities that are used to support contract documents, and drawing and model definitions. This guide encourages efficient
collaboration between architectural services and other designers, such as architects and structural engineers, and effective collaboration within the building services supply chain. BG 6 was first published in 1994 and facilitated and accelerated clarity about the roles and duties of those involved in the
design phase of construction projects. Provide a series of task lists, model descriptions, and sample drawings to help users decide what to do with project team members, timing, and detail. David Bleicher, publication manager at BSRIA, said changes in technology in recent years have brought new
challenges regarding the level of information provided as a result of the results from design activities. It also highlighted the need for clarity on existing topics, such as conflict resolution, coordination roles, and accountability definitions throughout the design phase. These are resolved in the new edition.
The launch of this new edition ensures that BG 6 is an industry standard document for building service consultants, consulting engineers, contractors and designers. This helps you and your customers clarify and define the scope and timing of design activities and design deliverables across all projects.
BSRIA believes it is important for each party to understand its responsibilities. We want to ensure that all necessary activities are identified and assigned, and that there is no difference between duplication or duplication of responsibilities. The main areas that change to B6 are: a new layout with clear
color coding for easier navigation. Better guidance for leaders/users. Fully revised step-by-step action description pro describes it as a forma. New and more pictures of 3D models and drawings presented at various project stages. This is a more comprehensive list of deliverables that can now be used as
online resources. Various examples of tasks that show how tools can be completed for different types of projects or appointments in the appendix and online. BSRIA is scheduled to host a new BG 6 training course in November - both for Bracknell and Preston. Webinars are also streamed. BG 6/2018 is
available on the BSRIA website via pdf and hard copy. BSRIA members can download PDF for free. You can also use a fully edited 'licensed version'. BG6/2018 Architectural Services 5-Edition Ad 'Design Framework for Building Services' is a toolkit that is commonly referred to as 'BG6' and provides
useful guidance on how to adjust architectural design and building service specifications. Published by BSRIA and now in the fifth version, BG6 is a pro-Forma-based article Building service engineers are in mind. However, the principle is useful for architects to clearly assign design activities to members
of the project team. Value for architects, suggests RIBA head of technical practices Alex Tait, it is on how to set the level of detail they have to provide to other designers, such as structural and service engineers, as the design progresses. You can also effectively adjust input in every way by suggesting
how much information architects need to receive at each step. Designed to fit the RIBA work plan, it takes the form of a pro form for each RIBA step (except step 0). Appropriate activities and outputs are suggested to include selection and allocation for other parties. The main 'Appendix A' Pro Forma
provides a checklist of design activities and responsibilities. This includes detailed drawing definitions and examples that these drawings can typically contain. 'Appendix B' Proforma will be a 'living document' that allocates information production and updates at various points throughout the project. Peter
Tse of BSRIA's Sustainable Construction Group, as well as the production of drawings, specifications and reports, can easily adjust some of the activities listed in Pro Forma to other design specialists outside the building, based on customer contact, team contact and the choice of plant and professional
designers. BG6 is a framework, and pro-Forma content is seen as a starting point for users to accurately shape the activity of their supply chain. Currently, the BG6 update was developed to support bim level 2 projects. Appendix A can support the preparation of tasks related to the creation of critical Level
2 documents, such as your employer's information requirements (EIR), or bim action plan (BEP). Appendix B ProForma can be developed with the Work Information Delivery Plan (TIDP). BG6's advent of work plan-based description graphic modeling output for the responsibility of building a useful read
service engineer for designers allowed the model to identify conflicts between services and other sectors or conflicts between individual service elements. This has resulted in a greater focus on the level of production detail that BG6 can help manage. Dale Sinclair, RIBA's collaboration and technology
ambassador, says BG6 has provided a useful means of defining the boundaries between mechanical, electrical and plumbing (MEP) designers and professional subcontractors and describing the results. He recommends that architects who don't actively use BG6 can benefit from viewing content from a
'lead designer' perspective: mep designers can use it as a means for clients to define the scope and boundaries of the work they do on a project. More importantly, It is important to ensure that BG6 in use is not contrary to the contractual obligations of the architect, who must coordinate the project. RIBA
members can use the RIBABG6 code before the end of August 2019 to take advantage of a time-limited offer to purchase a 10% discount on the Design Framework for Building Services through the BSRIA website. Thanks to Alex Tait, head of technical practice, RIBA; Peter Tse, Business Manager,
BSRIA Sustainable Construction Group; Dale Sinclair, Director of Technology, AECOM. Article: Neil Morris This is a professional feature edited by the RIBA practice team. RIBA Core Curriculum Topics: Design, Construction and Technology: Send us your opinions and ideas. As part of the flexible RIBA
CPD program, professional features are counted as micro-learning. For more information on the updated RIBA CPD core curriculum and how to meet CPD requirements as a RIBA-certified member, published July 4, 2019. On June 14, 2018, BSRIA released the latest edition of the popular design
framework guide BG6, written by David Chern Martin Ronserey and John Sands. The BG6/2018 Architectural Services 5-Edition Design Framework is an industry standard document for service consultants and contractors that enables you and your customers to define the scope of their design activities
and deliverables. This includes drawing and model definitions that can be used to support design activities proformas and contract documentation and to encourage collaboration between building services and other designers. There are a myriad of activities needed to generate the level of detail and
information needed to procure new buildings. BG 6 provides a platform for identifying these activities and assigning them to organizations or individuals within the project team. The main changes in the fourth edition are: a new layout with clear color coding for easier navigation. Better guidance for users.
Fully revised step-by-step action description pro describes it as a forma. New and more pictures of 3D models and drawings presented at various project stages. A more comprehensive list of deliverables that can be used as an online resource. Various examples of tasks that show how tools can be used
for different types of projects or appointments in the appendix and online. David Bleicher, publication manager at BSRIA, said that changes in technology in recent years have brought new challenges to the level of information provided as a result of design activities. It also highlighted the need for clarity on
existing topics, such as conflict resolution, coordination roles, and accountability definitions throughout the design phase. The launch of this new edition ensures that BG 6 is an industry standard document for building service consultants, consulting engineers, contractors and designers. It helps them and
their clients clarify and define the scope and timing of design activities and designs. In a specific project. Its content: It is available in hard copy, PDF and multi-site licensed versions. The licensed version contains an unlocked PDF. An editable Version of Word. Excel workbook for all pro-Forma. 4th edition
of unlocked PDF. Excel workbook for all pro forma in the fourth edition. Free updates for one year from the date of purchase. --BSRIA [edit] related articles on building wiki design
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